BJP blooms in Dubbaka
TRS lost its bastion by a whisker
BJP candidate Raghunandan Rao sprang a surprise victory with 1079 votes majority

Time Scheme. According to 62,772 votes, while Sujatha even evening, the see-saw battle of 23 rounds of counting in the ruling Telangana Rashtra Party (BJP) wrested the be nemesis of TRS party Uttara Phalguni: 04:25 am (Next Day)

Nearly 1, 10 000 citizens PNS|Hyderabad After a lot of breath-taking
F Sunset: 05.41 pm

TRS lost its bastion by a whisker and 25th rounds, polled, faced glitches. remaining four counting had to be last 25th round. counting held till the ruling TRS in the

In the 2019 Assembly elections, the TRS, BJP and the Congress fought for high stakes, the BJP pulled off a victory by a margin of 1,597 votes over the Congress, even as counting of votes for the last round continued till the last round.

Interestingly, BJP won in the seat by 1,597 votes till the end of second round. However, during the third round of counting, the RJD and the Congress did not stop after the third round. In the fourth round (in which 3,669 votes, the political parties then cast their votes), the vote count showed a margin of 66 votes, which upsurge after the fifth round, over the BJP which marginally won.

Telangana. It is not demonstrable impact in politics.

The All India Mills – Mahils Mahila Parishad, which was given little "virat" credit and spoke to the opposition alliance, is the gut feeling that top party leadership has, though its leadership has put their foot on the ground. The Congress, in the latest round, of counting in the election, bagged 77, the most number of seats. Though they emerged in 19 seats in

While the Congress lost in four seats in the sawing the victory, the TRS had lost its bastion in a whisker and 25th rounds,

The TRS had previously parted with the JD(U) in 2010 and 2010, it ended up with 132,342 votes, Congress candidate Cheruku Daggubati secure third with 21,390 votes.

Overconfidence proved to be nemesis of TRS party

Congress requires overhaul for next

In the last few days, the BJP gave way to Congress party at the DIG level, while the RJD, the opposition alliance, is the key to the

Pawans hails Dubbaka win, says people with BJP

One Time Scheme, which had won 13 seats in the GHMC elections, appeared set to lose in the Dubbaka Assembly bypoll. The term of the GHMC polls. The term of the GHMC elections, appeared set to lose in the Dubbaka Assembly bypoll. The term of the GHMC elections, appeared set to lose in the Dubbaka Assembly bypoll.
Dynamism displayed by BJP will win Dubbuk

Dubbuk debacle...

Continued from Page 1

While the BJP may glorify their victory in the Dubbuk by-election, the TRS has poured cold water on it. The results have shocked the TRS, which has been in power for the last 15 years. The party has traditionally dominated the region, winning all the Lok Sabha and Assembly seats. However, the recent by-election results have been a major setback for the TRS, which had hoped to win the seat comfortably.

The BJP had pinned its hopes on Nadda's visit to the region, and the party's national leaders had repeatedly emphasized the importance of theDubbuk by-election as part of the country's polls strategy. The party had also invested heavily in the campaign, with a strong campaign team and full support from the state government.

However, the results were a major blow to the BJP, as the party had hoped to win the seat with ease. The TRS had presented a strong challenge, with its candidate, K. K. Reddy, winning the seat with a margin of 22,054 votes.

The results have also raised questions about the BJP's strategy and performance in the region. The party had been criticized for its lack of dynamism and inability to connect with the people.

In conclusion, the results of the Dubbuk by-election have been a setback for the BJP, which had hoped to win the seat with ease. The party will need to reevaluate its strategy and performance in the region, and work towards connect with the people in order to win the next elections.
Coronavirus no more for students wanting to study abroad

More pandemics on Hyderabad roads than on pre-Covid days

Hyderabad roads are witnessing more traffic volumes now than before the outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic. The volumes are even more than the pre-Covid levels. In fact, in some areas, the traffic volume has increased more than 200%.

Interestingly, most of the calls for new film shoots in the city were also made by film-makers who want to shoot outside the 11-km radius of the city. As the lockdown eases, the film industry is gradually getting back on track.

Commissioner of Police, N. Shridharan said, “The data was based on various sources including the Panchayat Raj and Municipal Corporations. We have not yet taken any decision on requirements of permissions and sanctions. The state government has already expressed its desire to the Centre. We are yet to receive any permission to allow shooting of films.”

Six killed after car overruns

City gets waste to energy plant at Jawaharnagar

City authorities are considering expert reports of applications of students from several countries. A total of 20 students have been granted permission to fly to the US from February 5. The authorities are also considering applications from students wanting to study in Canada and Australia.

The USA remains as attractive for students from several countries as for students from south Asia. The number of students applying to study in the US is higher than the number of students applying to study in the UK. The majority of students applying to study in the US are from south Asia, followed by students from south Asia. The number of students applying to study in the UK is higher than the number of students applying to study in the US. The majority of students applying to study in the UK are from south Asia, followed by students from south Asia.
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Cops exchange fire with Maoists in TS
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We should respect sovereignty, territorial integrity: PM at SCO

The PM also hit out at those making repeated attempts to ‘unnecessarily’ bring bilateral issues to the SCO in violation of the group’s foundational principles, in an oblique reference to Pakistan.
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Indian researchers working towards developing vaccine

In a short message to China and Pakistan, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said all member nations of the SCO should respect each other’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

The remarks by Modi at a virtual meeting of the summit-level meet of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) came in the backdrop of bilateral ties with China—New Delhi’s major trading partner—being hit by a diplomatic row after the Galwan Valley clash in May.

The Prime Minister delivered the address from the vice presidential suite of the Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi. The Chinese leader Xi Jinping and his Pakistani counterpart Imran Khan were also present in the meeting.

In his address, Modi said: “We have to respect each other’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. We also have to respect the principles of equal and mutual respect.”

The PM also hit out at those making repeated attempts to ‘unnecessarily’ bring bilateral issues to the SCO in violation of the group’s foundational principles, in an oblique reference to Pakistan.

The India-Siberia Development Corridor

According to a joint statement released after the meeting, the participants of SCO agreed to strengthen and enhance cooperation in the area of the India-Siberia Development Corridor.

The meeting is the first one held by the leaders of the eight member nations of the SCO (China, Russia, India, Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan) since May when the 2020 summit was held in Dushanbe.

India is already a member of the BRICS and the BIMSTEC groupings.

New Delhi: The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi on Tuesday said that India is and will remain a strong supporter of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) and the important work it is doing.
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No dispute regarding NDA leader in Bihar: Sanjay

The Congress today took a dig at the Rashtriya Janata Dal over its government in Bihar, accusing it of not fulfilling its promises and not delivering on the back of the assembly elections.
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BJP candidate N Munirathna wins RR Nagpur bypoll in Karnataka

The minister also said he would never use the BIPC platform for “vested political interests”. “The Nandigram movement was a people’s movement. I have been with the people of Nandigram. After 13 years, a few politicians have come now as the elections are approaching.
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BJP wins 1 seat, Independent backed by JDS wins in Manipur
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If elections were held in America with EVMs, then the victory of Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential election and the defeat of Joe Biden in the 2020 presidential election would not have taken place.
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**Note:** The information provided is based on the text content of the image and does not include any additional or external knowledge. The text has been reformatted for clarity and coherence.
Bihar tug of war

Tejashwi chases BJP and Nishad to the finish line and proves he is here to stay

BJP scores with Modi magic

C

The rally, which began at a hectic pace, turned into a love fest between the leader and his followers but he has indeed tested, to borrow an often-used phrase, "nut-tastic." It is not that theBJP did not perform, but the NDA never did that badly in the state. TheBJP has indeed made the unpalatable tasty. TheBJP, however, has not been able to repeat its performance in any other state except Uttar Pradesh.

On the other hand, the BJPs candidate for the seat, Nitish Kumar, lost his seat to Tejashwi Pratap Yadav, the candidate from the RJD. TheBJP, however, has not been able to repeat its performance in any other state except Uttar Pradesh.
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**Points Counterpoint**

**Accurate weather forecast: a must**

There is weather information galore that can be found online but there is not much on how they have lost due to a wrong forecast

**Point**

In a recent survey, the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) found that while 80% of Americans agree that accurate weather forecasts are important, only 50% said they actually use them. This is concerning because weather forecasts can have a significant impact on our daily lives, from planning outdoor activities to protecting our homes from severe weather events.

**Counterpoint**

While weather forecasts do have some limitations, they are still incredibly useful. For example, farmers rely on weather forecasts to plan their planting and harvesting schedules, and businesses use them to plan for potential storms or other weather-related disruptions. Additionally, weather forecasts can help reduce flood damage and improve public safety during severe weather events.

**Biden's Bhagat policy**

The President-elect has always espoused India's cause in the US and lobbied for its interests as an admirer of the world's largest democracy

**Point**

Biden is expected to pursue a policy of engagement with India as a top partner, particularly in the areas of defense, security, and economic cooperation. This policy is known as the "Biden-Bhagat policy".

**Counterpoint**

It's important to note that while Biden has expressed support for India, the US and India do not always see eye-to-eye on every issue. For example, there have been concerns about India's human rights record and its treatment of minority communities. Additionally, there have been disputes over trade and other economic issues.
States likely to face impact due to pandemic: ICRA

Impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, the rupee saw its biggest loss against US dollar by as much as 6.1 per cent, from Rs 74.02 to Rs 74.30 at the close of business on September 12. Against the backdrop of high oil prices, the rupee has fallen by 3.6 per cent against the US dollar,by 1.9 per cent against the Japanese yen, by 0.3 per cent against the euro, and by 1.7 per cent against the pound sterling over the same period. State and central governments, in order to fund the capital outlay on infrastructure, have been submitting revised bids for infra projects, indicating their need for infrastructure spending and the drain on their reserves.

However, with COVID-19 anxiety continuing in the wake of state governments, and addition inequity in fiscal and monetary policies, the capital outlay on infra-structure in the year ending March 2021 is estimated to come in at Rs 6,341 crore, against Rs 7,000 crore projected in the July-October quarter of 2020-21, which was revised to Rs 5,750 crore against revised estimates of Rs 5,075 crore.
IS REFINED OIL REALLY FINE?

When it comes to eating healthy, it starts with what one is eating. With different oils, mostly used in cooking and other food preparations either as frying oils or refined oils, the effects are vastly different. How then do we know which one to choose? It starts with understanding the type of oil you are buying with a close look into the packaging. Whether it is in a plastic bottle or a glass one, either way, knowing what the ingredient is made of is crucial. Knowing the pros and cons of the refined oils, one has to decide whether it is high in oil or not. It is not just about cooking for yourself, but also for your family. One must choose an oil that is not only good for your dietary intake but also for the health of your body. But how can we understand the dangers of refined oil? Let’s understand how refined oil affects the body.

The market is full of refined oils telling you they are good for your gut. You also hear that unrefined oils are the best. But what is the truth? Dr. Hassell Jafferi, a pharmacognosist, is conversation with The Pioneer’s HARI DHUGAL, answers them all.

One of the reasons for the extensive increase in cancer in the body can be attributed to over-refined oils.

Preservatives added during the refining process are bad for our digestive system and can potentially cause issues, gastric problems and tumours.

Increased saturation and fluidity in edible oil can affect our respiratory system.

The high temperature involved in the refining process removes all the natural and beneficial substances from it increasing the trans-fats which is detrimental to your heart’s health.

How to you know what to look for, when buying refined oils; one of them being, to definitely note out refined ones!

---

Kalki, who grabbed a lot of attention for her role in Gundamma Katha, is all people and media alike by playing the role of Nagabhairavi in a serial. The song also features Ananya Shah, who was last seen in the popular playback singer Pradeep Khan’s ‘I Love You’.

The pain, the love and the dream? He tells us, “After Nagabhairavi, I took a two-month break and made my tryst to get into the film industry. But somehow I felt I couldn’t succeed there and couldn’t succeed there and couldn’t succeed there!”

The actor says, “After a few months, I took a two-month break and made my tryst to get into the film industry. But somehow I felt I couldn’t succeed there and couldn’t succeed there and couldn’t succeed there!”

After I finished my MA, I worked for ICICI. I found your features and would hire me in the lead role if he finds any improvement in their performance. ‘Your audition is Ok, but what’s the truth?’ Dr. Hassell Jafferi, a pharmacognosist, is conversation with The Pioneer’s HARI DHUGAL. Did Kalki too have any such improvement in her acting skills.

Kalki who plays a comic and romantic role in Gundamma Katha is seen in an extremely cerebellum role, a Nagin character in Nagabhairavi.

Nagabhairavi, the character Kalki has portrayed, was a female character in Nagabhairavi.

Kalki says, “I am very excited about this song sung by Ankit sir is a dream come true. He is a very famous composer and producer. He has a beautiful voice and the song is very catchy and beautiful. It will take the scene to a different level and perfectly made some of the years back and now it is really special.”

The song also features popular playback singer Pradeep Khan’s ‘I Love You’. The song is going to be the song of the year. It is currently being shot at Gorai Beach, Maharashtra. When asked about the song, the actor says, “The song and its getting tougher by the day for me to hold back the tears. It’s going to be out refined ones!”

One of the reasons for the extensive increase in cancer in the body can be attributed to over-refined oils. Preservatives added during the refining process are bad for our digestive system and can potentially cause issues, gastric problems and tumours. Increased saturation and fluidity in edible oil can affect our respiratory system. The high temperature involved in the refining process removes all the natural and beneficial substances from it increasing the trans-fats which is detrimental to your heart’s health.
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Nagabhairavi, the character Kalki has portrayed, was a female character in Nagabhairavi.

Kalki says, “I am very excited about this song sung by Ankit sir is a dream come true. He is a very famous composer and producer. He has a beautiful voice and the song is very catchy and beautiful. It will take the scene to a different level and perfectly made some of the years back and now it is really special.”

The song also features popular playback singer Pradeep Khan’s ‘I Love You’. The song is going to be the song of the year. It is currently being shot at Gorai Beach, Maharashtra. When asked about the song, the actor says, “The song and its getting tougher by the day for me to hold back the tears. It’s going to be out refined ones!”

One of the reasons for the extensive increase in cancer in the body can be attributed to over-refined oils. Preservatives added during the refining process are bad for our digestive system and can potentially cause issues, gastric problems and tumours. Increased saturation and fluidity in edible oil can affect our respiratory system. The high temperature involved in the refining process removes all the natural and beneficial substances from it increasing the trans-fats which is detrimental to your heart’s health.
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what’s brewing?

WEDDING FEVER

A mini Mannara Chopra graced the launch of wedding special saree collection at Sri Krishna Silks, Banjara Hills on Monday. She said, “It was tough to pick a favourite. Visited a couple of times at the launch.”

Yesterdays solution
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USHERING IN DIWALI

These looking for the latest designs to ring in Diwali this year, shopped to their heart’s content during Aakriti’s 2-day Lifestyle Exhibition at Taj Krishna, Hyderabad on November 9 and 10. Women shopped for exquisite Designer wear, jewellery, home décor, and fashion accessories.

ACTRESS MANNARA CHOPRA GAVARCE SRE SRIKRISHNA SILKS, BANJARA HILLS ON MONDAY. DRESSED IN AN EXCLUSIVE SAREE BY SRI KRISHNA SILKS, THE ACTRESS SAID SHE FOUND IT TOUGH TO PICK A FAVOURITE. VISITORS HAD A GALA TIME AT THE LAUNCH.
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USHERING IN DIWALI

THOSE LOOKING FOR THE LATEST DESIGNS TO RING IN DIWALI THIS YEAR, SHOPPED TO THEIR HEART’S CONTENT DURING AAKRITI’S 2-DAY LIFESTYLE EXHIBITION AT TAJ KRISHNA, HYDERABAD ON NOVEMBER 9 AND 10. WOMEN SHOPPED FOR EXQUISITE DESIGNER WEAR, JEWELLERY, HOME DECOR, AND FASHION ACCESSORIES.

TOUGH TO PICK A FAVOURITE.
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THOSE LOOKING FOR THE LATEST DESIGNS TO RING IN DIWALI THIS YEAR, SHOPPED TO THEIR HEART’S CONTENT DURING AAKRITI’S 2-DAY LIFESTYLE EXHIBITION AT TAJ KRISHNA, HYDERABAD ON NOVEMBER 9 AND 10. WOMEN SHOPPED FOR EXQUISITE DESIGNER WEAR, JEWELLERY, HOME DECOR, AND FASHION ACCESSORIES.
The best part of MVGV is its simplicity: Aditya

Everyone had their task cut out. It was an important story with important characters and other things, the experience helped us learn how to do films and the director Aditya informs, adding that he even dropped in on the sets of the recent hit Kriti Sanon and Kartik Aryan's 'Mimi'.

In the same style, something when telling 'Vedanta' from the story of Parepu's life. "Shiddhu is a good narrator and story, and Stalin is a good producer. It is an opportunity to tell the story of this legend. To tell the story of a man who is a revolutionary and a very good actor. Stalin is an emotional, emotional actor, so I can feel the story of Stalin."

In the same way, the story is very emotional, so I went to the story of Stalin. "Tell the story of a man who is a revolutionary and a very good actor. Stalin is an emotional, emotional actor, so I can feel the story of Stalin."

The story is told through a light-hearted lens. "Tell the story of a man who is a revolutionary and a very good actor. Stalin is an emotional, emotional actor, so I can feel the story of Stalin."

RASHMIKA sings praises about Middle Class Melodies

Shubra Mandana, who has starred in Tollywood films including 'Yethorudi' and 'Vaibhavi', is working in 'Middle Class Melodies', directed by Vinod Anantoju on a winning note.

"When I first read the story, it was the first time I had worked with a director who was also the writer. I was looking forward to working with him because I love his style of storytelling."

"When I first read the story, it was the first time I had worked with a director who was also the writer. I was looking forward to working with him because I love his style of storytelling."

Kajal invests in gaming app

Vijay Deverakonda's Bollamma-starrer 'Middle Class Melodies' is all set to be launched online. The actor cum director Vinod Anantoju on a winning note.

"When I first read the story, it was the first time I had worked with a director who was also the writer. I was looking forward to working with him because I love his style of storytelling."

"When I first read the story, it was the first time I had worked with a director who was also the writer. I was looking forward to working with him because I love his style of storytelling."

The publisher, OKIE Gaming, is a subsidiary of OKIE Entertainment, a company that has created and launched several successful gaming apps in the past. The company is known for its innovative approach to gaming, and is committed to creating games that are both entertaining and engaging.

"When I first read the story, it was the first time I had worked with a director who was also the writer. I was looking forward to working with him because I love his style of storytelling."

"When I first read the story, it was the first time I had worked with a director who was also the writer. I was looking forward to working with him because I love his style of storytelling."

Rajasekhar discharged from hospital

Actor Rajasekhar, who has been battling COVID-19 for the past month at the Citi Neuro Centre, Hyderabad, has been discharged from the hospital on Monday after his latest test proved to be negative.

"The actor is doing fine and is on a full-fledged recovery path. We are waiting for his clearance from the team of doctors before he returns to normal life."

"The actor is doing fine and is on a full-fledged recovery path. We are waiting for his clearance from the team of doctors before he returns to normal life."

SAYYESHA’S comeback with Balayya’s next

Sayyeshaa has decided to make her comeback with Balayya’s next movie, directed by K Raghavendra Rao.

"I have been looking forward to working with Balayya sir for a long time. He is one of the best directors in the industry, and I am excited to work with him on this film, which is a complete family entertainer with a fun-filled story."

"I have been looking forward to working with Balayya sir for a long time. He is one of the best directors in the industry, and I am excited to work with him on this film, which is a complete family entertainer with a fun-filled story."

The film is expected to be a multilingual family entertainer, and is set to release in theaters across the world in 2022. The shoot of the film is scheduled to begin in January 2021, and is expected to wrap up in June 2021.
Mumbai Indians came out with a dominating show to win the IPL as the Rohit Sharma-led side beat DC by 8 wickets. Rohit Sharma's 105* and Suryakumar Yadav’s 67* powered MI to their fifth title, surpassing their arch-rivals Delhi Capitals.

Kholi and his actors wife, Anushka Sharma, are expecting their first child in January.

Amazon Prime Video India’s 'India right for NZ cricket' is now available on Amazon Prime Video India.

Babar Azhar, 35 and Pakistan’s most accomplished limited-overs batsman, has been replaced as Test captain last year and Babar, 26, is appointed as Test captain last year and Babar, 26, is appointed as Test captain.

The cover drive was about his class, the whiplash behind square was his swagger and the so very familiar “Rohit Sharma pull shot” is something that the world would remember for years to come.

On the last season, Rohit Sharma said, “You’ve got a good number of matches to play for. It will be for four years. It will be for four years to the end of the series.”

Amazon Prime Video India’s ‘India right for NZ cricket’ is now available on Amazon Prime Video India.
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